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Future is acquired in present… 
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Dear friends!  

It is a pleasure for me to present you the following report 
outlining the Yerzhan Tatishev Foundation’s activities for 
2009-2011. 

Much has been gone through and many attempts have been 
made to lay a solid foundation for our future, which belongs 
to smart, talented and diverse young people who can be 
fairly called a highly professional elite of Kazakhstan!  

The past three years have given us lots of interesting, colorful 
and memorable events and changes. Certainly, not without 
difficulties, but most importantly, the Foundation has chosen 
the right direction and is following it! Despite the doubts of 

many observers, from year to year, the Foundation is becoming a more stable organization with its own 
priorities and a clear vision for future development. From year to year we observe the strife for 
opportunities, and the strongest wins. The Foundation community is growing with new faces, nuggets, 
which are gradually becoming polished and shine like precious stones. Our Grantees walk through a 
great school of life from the beginning till the end, starting from submitting application to the 
Foundation for scholarship competition and finishing with final exams and the diplomas of the best 
universities of the country.  

During the three years fifteen educational grants for young people from low-income families, five grants 
for orphanage graduates and sixteen grants for young people with disabilities were allocated. The 
Foundation seeks to ensure that the ranks of the Grantees are joined with not only exemplary students, 
but people with a deep sense of responsibility to society and it’s future, active and indifferent to needs of 
others. They self-implement various social projects, participate in international programs, and help those 
who are in need of support and attention. Discovering the subtleties of profession in the local and foreign 
universities, they gain invaluable experience called the school of life.  

We rejoice at every success and achievement of our scholars like the gardener who enjoys every sapling 
planted with love. Today, we can say with the confidence that we cultivate a fertile garden, which in a 
few years, we are sure, will give great benefits!  

I wish you all continued good luck, tireless creative energy and good health in 2012!  

Sincerely,  

 

 

Yerlan Nureldaemovich Tatishev  

Founder and Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Yerzhan Tatishev Foundation 

 
 
 
 
 
 



“You can do nothing with the length of your life, but its 
width and depth depends only on you” 

S. Terani  

 

 
 
 
 
 

1. About the Foundation 

The Public Foundation “Yerzhan Tatishev Foundation” was founded by 
the family of Yerzhan Tatishev in 2005. The Foundation is a charitable 
organization named in the memory of the talented financier, Yerzhan 
Nureldaemovich Tatishev who graduated from one of Moscow 
Universities and rose to the head of BTA Bank, which later became one of 
the leading banks in Kazakhstan and the CIS.  

Coming from an ordinary family, he understood the value of time and 
opportunities, attached great importance to professionalism in every 
sphere of life and always put a lot of effort and energy to develop the 
potential of talented young people. His life was tragically interrupted, but 
his ideas are implemented through the programs and projects of the 

Foundation. As a charity organization, the Foundation supports talented children from low-income 
families, orphanages and children with disabilities by creating opportunities for realizing the potential of 
young talents. The children, selected on a 
competitive basis, receive educational grants which 
are awarded for the entire period of study, and 
include not only tuition, but also a monthly 
allowance, accommodation and transportation to 
and from home during the holidays for non-resident 
children.  

Leaders in everything! With this motto the 
Foundation leads the young, creates and expands 
their opportunities for a better future of our country!  

Mission: 

Contribute to sustainable long-term development of Kazakhstan through formation of highly qualified 
financial elite of international level.  

Core values:  

 Social Responsibility  
 Stability, Efficiency and Quality  
 Transparency and Justice  
 Best Practices  

Principles: 

 Development of human potential 
 Focusing on principles of sustainability and economic efficiency of projects  
 Implementation of the world’s best practices  
 Transparency and openness of policies and procedures  
 Justice and honesty  
 Ensuring equal access to information  

 



2. General statistics on grants  

Yerzhan Tatishev Foundation continues to pursue its mission, allowing the children from ordinary 
families get the most important asset - education. Development and education of the younger 
generation is a complicated and tedious process which requires large financial and time contributions. 
To assess the efficiency some time is needed, however, despite the long-term character it is the most 
justifiable investment in the future of Kazakhstan.  

 

 
For six years of existence Yerzhan Tatishev Foundation has identified its priorities and continues to work 
on the development of professional and personal potential of the selected focus groups. During the past 
three years within three active ongoing programs of the Foundation 36 educational grants were 
allocated, 4 of which have remained undisbursed as the fellows were expelled from the programs by 
various objective and subjective reasons. 
 
Out of the total amount of currently active grants 11% were distributed within the Program of 
educational grants for young people with disabilities, 76% – within the Program of educational grants 
for schools and college graduates from low-income families and 13% - within the Program for orphanage 
graduates. Currently, 22 girls and 14 boys are receiving education via grants provided by the Foundation. 
The volume of grants allocated during the past period accounts for 90 857 377.32 tenge. Of these, more 
than 65 million tenge is allocated to the Program for young people from low-income families, more than 
10 million tenge to the Program for orphanage graduates and nearly 15 million tenge to the Program for 
young people with disabilities. 

Figure 1. Proportion of allocated and disbursed grants for 2009-2011 
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Figure 2. The number of grants allocated within the program for 

2009-2011. 
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Figure 3. Differentiation by gender for 2009-2011. 
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“The nature gives us virtues, but destiny helps to reveal them”  

Francois De La Rochefoucauld  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

3. The Educational Program for graduates of schools, colleges and orphanages  

The Program of educational grants for receiving a 
bachelor’s degree in finance, economics and banking for 
graduates of schools and colleges is in force since 2007 
and aims to support talented and motivated young 
leaders from among the graduates of secondary and 
specialized secondary educational institutions who meet 
the basic criteria of the competition: high academic 
results, leadership potential and social activity, as well as 
low level of family income. Support for young leaders 
includes not only tuition, accommodation for children 
from other regions and monthly allowance, but also 
creation of opportunities for their full development, 
personal and professional growth, encouragement of active attitude and responsibility for society. 

Within the frame of the program 15 grants were 
provided to young people from low income families 
from 2009 to 2011. During the qualifying rounds 
applicants from Almaty demonstrated the highest 
level of activity due to better awareness about the 
organizations providing educational grants, as well as 
location of the Foundation in this city. 

 

The important role is played by mistrust and 
stereotypes of the people living in the regions about 
grant making organizations. Another essential factor 
influencing the activity of the population is a smaller 
percentage of the Internet users in remote towns 
and villages compared to urban residents.  

 

Reduction in the number of applicants is also explained 
by the demographic decline which is characteristic for 
the early 90's, when fertility sharply declined due to 
the collapse of the economy. It is expected that in 
subsequent years the number of applicants will 
increase.  

Future Bachelors of the Foundation actively cooperate 
in the Scholars’ Club: they participate in meetings with 
successful people, derive useful lessons and learn to 
use them in volunteer projects. Many of Scholars have 

Figure 6. Differentiation of applicants for the GSC Program by 

gender for 2009-2011. 

Figure 5 The geographical spread of grants allocated within 
the Program for school and colleges graduates 2009-2011.  
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Figure 7 Changes in the number of applicants for programs of 

the Foundation for 2009-2011. 
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“The purpose of teaching a child is to make him capable of 
further development without the help of the teacher” 

Elbert Green Hubbard  

 

experience in negotiating, organizing and raising funds for charitable activities. Each Grantee, in addition 
to his or her professional and personal potential development, realizes volunteer projects and supports 
the implementation of social projects of non-governmental organizations in Kazakhstan.  

 

 
 
 

 

In addition to the Program for youth from low-income 
families, the Program of educational grants for 

graduates of orphanages was started in 2008. The 
selection process for participating in this program is 
slightly simplified; moreover, the exception is the 
requirement to provide documents proving the 
financial conditions of the applicants. The Foundation 
makes every effort to encourage the children to attain 
vitality and confidence, and, by doing so, makes them 
feel responsible for their lives. Based on this, the 
Foundation sets equal requirements for Grantees of 
this Program concerning academic performance and 
social activity and for students participating in the 
Program for children from low-income families.  

Over the past three years 5 grants have been allocated 
for graduates from orphanages, four of the selected 
children are currently enrolled in the Program of the 
Foundation. On the one hand, children lacking parental 
care and attention are a category which needs extra 
support in their first steps into the adulthood. On the 
other hand, these students need constant attention 
and coordination. With the entry into the adulthood, 
they feel confused because of being forced to take 
responsibility for their actions and decisions. After 
receiving a high school diploma, the children tend to 

express themselves, feel like adults and have the financial freedom. Coming out of the orphanage, the 
vast majority of children encounter obstacles such as lack of financial support, biased attitude of the 
society which altogether forms personal problems such as a complex of inferiority, insecurity and 
aggression. The children get lost because they do not know how to make the "right" decisions or, in 
search of easy money, might get caught in business of criminal structures. In addition to financial 

Figure 9. The geographical spread of the grants distributed 

within the program for graduates of orphanages. 
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“Possibilities fructify if they are pollinate with 
abilities and protected by desires”  

E.Sevrus  

 

difficulties, they are significantly affected by an acute shortage of moral support. Many of them cannot 
cope with their studies in universities, since the requirements for academic achievement in orphanages 
are significantly lower than in regular schools.  

By investing all their efforts in solving the problems of 
"survival", they often have difficulty with academic 
performance. Irresponsible attitude towards own life 
and lack of independence are not an exception too. 

Given the negative 
experience of 
previous years, the 

Foundation 
strengthened the 
selection process 
and became more precise in examining candidates who apply for this 
program. It should be noted that the children selected in 2009 
demonstrate high academic results and endeavor to express 
themselves in volunteer projects. In addition, many of them try to find 
extra income further to allowances receiving from the Foundation. 
Given the fact that the students do not have relatives who could 
support them, it is especially praiseworthy.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Charity Program  

Since 2008 Educational Grant Program for young people 
with disabilities was launched. It should be noted that this 
category is one of the most vulnerable and sensitive 
groups of young people. Running the program for 
children with special needs is associated with the desire 
of the Foundation to provide not a one-time support in 
the form of charitable donation to address the problems 
of a temporary nature, but to give a unique chance to get 
a specialization in feasible areas, and thus, enable to gain 
financial and moral independence in the future. Children 
pretended to a grant under this program often come from  

 
 
families with low income, where parents do not have 
the resources to ensure a stable future. Typically, in 
such families almost the only guaranteed income is a 
disability pension provided for the child. 
 
In addition to a rather difficult situation within the 
family, these children are continually faced with 
obstacles not familiar to a healthy child: 
discrimination because of physical disability, 

Figure 10 The geographical spread of the grants distributed 

within the program for children with disabilities. 
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“In order to succeed students should catch up with 
those ahead and not to wait for those behind.” 

Aristotle  

 

degrading sympathetic attitude of others, no special equipment and transport for free movement, and 
thus the lack of access to meet basic needs.  

In the frame of this program 16 grants were allocated for studying on the place of localization at 
specialized secondary educational institutions of Kazakhstan, out of these, eight students have 
successfully completed their studies, the other are still studying. The Grantees demonstrate high 
academic results and try to participate in public life: they assisted in organizing of charity events and 
celebrations for orphans and disabled children, provided support for conducting AIDS Day; they actively 
participate in social projects of NGOs.  

In August 2011 management of International Academy of Business appealed to 
the Foundation for assistance to Iskakov Madiyar, a graduate of Taldykorgan 
boarding school for visually impaired children. A young man is visually 
impaired from the childhood. The Academy for its part provided a 100% 
discount on tuition. The Board of Trustees of the Foundation reviewed 
Madiyar’s documents and decided to support him: from September 2011 the 
Foundation covers living expenses and pays monthly allowance to Madiyar.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Our graduates 
 

The first graduates of Yerzhan Tatishev Foundation were in 2011. Six scholars of Bachelor program and 8 
scholars of Children with disabilities program have got Bachelor degrees and become specialists. The 
graduation ceremony was held  on the 8th of June 2011 with the presence of the founders and managers 
of Foundation, relatives and friends of graduates, representatives of universities and partners of the 
Foundation. The farewell speech was addressed to graduates, and souvenirs from Foundation were 
gifted. The first graduation ceremony gave rise to a new tradition and fulfilled the list of events of the 
Foundation. 
All the graduates have got not only a good start of their career and demanded majors, but also learned 
how to communicate with different people, how to manage and organize people, take responsibility, 
support others. They grew up significantly and found out new skills and characteristics in themselves. 
We hope that skills and knowledge that they acquired will help them in their personal and professional 
development. Each of them is planning for the future and is making the first steps to reach their goals. 
 

 

 

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=ru&prev=_t&sl=ru&tl=en&u=http://www.aphorisme.ru/by-authors/aristotel/%3Fq%3D6


 
 

  
 

 

 
 

 
 

Graduates write: 

“I thank God, that I met people who tell me about the opportunity 
to study at Kazakhstan Institute of Management, Economics and 
Strategic research  by the Yerzhan Tatishe Foundation scholarship.  
I would like to thank that people who made me believe in my 
strength and say that everything is in my hands. The purpose to get 
the best financial-economical education in Kazakhstan was 
determined 4 years ago. When I won the scholarship, opportunity 
to make this goal to be done appeared.  We, the first scholars of 
the Foundation, were helped a lot by the managers of Foundation, 

we were encouraged to look for new ideas and plans that would be good not only for us but for society 
too. 
 
Three years of study at KIMEP were the most saturated because every day we got new knowledge, 
working at the same on out personal and professional development.  As  all ambitious students, we 
worked to get the result and believing that everything will pay its way. During three years we were 
engaged in different projects: were working, were taking internships, and were making social projects. 
These social projects, especially large ones, where many people are involved, give opportunity to get 



more experience and development than others. So, theory was fulfilled with practice. Beginning with 
ecological walking tours, we tried ourselves in different areas – organized events for different social 
organization to raise funds, made events for orphanages. We were making active social projects with 
the orphanage home #1, we concluded that only constant help will be efficient and effective.  And this is 
simply a habit. However, students want new horizons, new discoveries. Constancy and stability are 
coming later. Anyway, being engaged  in these projects, we are trying to be partial to everything that is 
happening around, and to help what we can do. On some stage of our development, I think, we will be 
more constant and stable and we will be able to help people on a regular basis.  
Getting good knowledge in university, I was learning the world of advertising more than one year. 
Working at the largest advertising agencies in Kazakhstan, at the network number 2 in the world, I 
understood how the Kazakh and world business is working. You again become a sponge which absorbs 
all the best. The same things that were studied at university are becoming understandable from the 
other side. There are also the advisors who are helping to understand new knowledge that we get. I 
think, it is one of the most important roles of the leader - to bring up other leaders. This role belongs not 
to every company, but only those which become the real institutes of knowledge. 

This is a time for realization of all the knowledge. New ideas regarding further development appear. 
There is understanding of what would be good for society. I want to do something special for society, 
what would encourage to work and would make the lives of people better. I don’t want to share about 
plans for the future now, but they exist. Less words, more right planning, and the result will be good. 
The only thing that I would like to mention is doesn’t matter what we do, we always will follow the 
principle of sustainability and attraction to everything that is going on around.” 

Nursultan Bekhodjayev, 
Scholar of 2007-2010 
 

 

“Today, when I look back, I understand that my first meeting 
with Yerzhan Tatishev Foundation was meaningful and very 
crucial in my life. The Foundation accompanied me not only in 
my academic life at KIMEP, but also it gave me valuable life 
experience. The Foundation helps to develop the best merits like 
responsibility, kindness, sympathy in ourselves. We all want to 
live in socially responsible society, and any society is people that 
it consists of. The foundation shows how to be socially 
responsible and responsive person. I am very thankful to the 

Foundation for sincerity, which is inherent in every employee of the Foundation who try to create 
socially responsible society.  
I am working now as the specialist of development and investment project monitoring department at 
“Orenburgminerals” OJSC. This enterprise is located in Yasniy town of Orenburg region and the main 
business of it is exploration and production of asbestos.  Asbestos is a unique fireproof mineral, which is 
widely used in construction industry. Our company produces the fourth part of world volume of 
asbestos for trading and is the largest producer of asbestos globally. I want not to find out how the work 
is organized on such enterprises, because particularly here material benefits are created. I am sure that 
the experience that I am getting here will be very useful and helpful in my future. Getting more 
knowledge and experience,  I  want to become qualified specialist in management and finance.” 

 
Islambek Orumbayev 
Scholar of 2008-2011 
 
 
 

 



“This year I finished one of the most prestigious universities in 
Kazakhstan, KBTU. Now I am working at KPMG, which is the 
leading audit and consulting company in the world. I like my 
major and my job very much. I have wondered about this job 
for several years, and now I have opportunity to reach my 
goals, and set new, higher goals and purposes. My relatives and 
friends are proud of me, and it encourages me to go ahead. But 
the most encouraging moment in my life was that call from the 
Foundation, when I was informed about winning the 

scholarship. However, this scholarship was only the part of what the Foundation gave me. The 
Foundation is the School of Life, where we got advises and farewells from our advisors. Moreover, 
thanks to volunteer program, I got different interests and develop in myself new skills. I thank the 
Foundation for everything that it did for me, and at the same time I am proud that I am the part of the 
Foundation. I am sure that I will help the Foundation and promote its prosperity, since it gave not only 
to me but to other guys the unique opportunity and chance to be successful person.” 

 
Zhalel Akhmetzhanov 
Scholar of 2007-2011 
 

“I am still very happy that I won the scholarship of Yerzhan 
Tatishev Foundation. Now it is a little bit miserably, that our 
student life is over, but anyway, I am very thankful to the 
Foundation that it was very saturated. I am working now at 
P&G as the financial analyst. Particularly, I make a financial 
forecast of the market. Moreover, I participate always in 
different corporate events and activities. Recently I took part in 
P&G Business School, where we shared our experience with the 
students. I like to work at P4&G very much, since I am getting 

very good experience and knowledge here. Especially I love to see the result of our work – couple days 
ago I saw the book on bookshelves of stores that we have been launching for a long time. I feel that I 
bring benefits to society during such moments. 
 
Yerzhan Tatishev Foundation gave me a lot, and now I understand it. The most important thing that we 
got in the Foundation is that we always think about others, we are not indifferent to everything that is 
going on in the world. We understand now that it is not difficult to help people. After the graduation, I 
continue to participate in volunteer projects to help non-profit organization. Many people say that 
practice and study are different things, however, I am sure that my knowledge that I got at KIMEP are 
very useful in my every day work. Group work, public speeches, business conversation skills, specific 
financial and economical knowledge – everything that we studied at university is very crucial in my 
work. 
I always say with the pride that I am the graduate of Yerzhan Tatishev Foundation and want it to be 
proud of me. I hope to justify the trust of the Foundation to me and be helpful and useful for my 
country. I am setting professional goals now and in the nearest future want family. In the future I am 
willing to help the Foundation and give the opportunity to other talented guys to get the best 
education.” 

Amina Davlidova 
Scholar of 2007-2011 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kindness is the language which the dumb speaks,  
the deaf hears and understands. 

Carolina-Anna Bovi 

 
 

 

 

6. The Scholars Club 

 
The Scholars Club of the Foundation continues to operate and includes following activities: 
Discussion Club, Volunteering and the School of Leadership. All these directions were born as 
the result of mutual work of the Foundation and its scholars. Discussion club is a dialogue 
platform, where scholars can meet different interesting and famous people of Kazakhstan, to 
find out new interesting issues and share the opinion about the events that are going on in 
Kazakhstan and globally.  One of the most interesting meetings was the meeting with Kuat 
Dombai who was the executive officer of “Shakhar” media-holding. He narrated about the 
initiatives of improving Kazakh show-business, and making it independent from other PR 
cultures. Also, another interesting meeting was the one with Andrey Syedinm who is famous 
Almaty journalist and blogger. He shared with his experience of effective advertisement 
through social networks, gave advices on promoting blogs and sites.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Scholars are not indifferent to misfortunes and problems of other people. In October 2009 they 
organized the charity event “Charity’s Cherry” at Da Freak night club. Many popular singers and pop-
groups gave their show on this event. All the money that were collected was forwarded to the non-
profit organization “Special Olympics”, which rehabilitate children with disabilities through sport. 
 

 
 
Another meaningful event in the life of Scholars club was 
the charity party “Stilyagi in Tot Samiy Bar”. All the money 
collected from the selling tickets was forwarded to Peter 
Kalamicin account to cure blood cancer.  
While making such events, our scholars learn how to 
communicate with people, how to raise funds. The 
organization of charity events helps to understand the 
problems of society, teaches to help people who is in 
need, teaches to understand that any help is valuable. 
 

In the contest of School of Leadership, which is held 
since November, 2011, the Foundation organizes 
trainings on the development of society. During these 
trainings, scholars get basic knowledge on how non-
profit organizations work and how they interconnect 
with the society.  
 
Also, students get knowledge in different areas, like 
strategic planning, communication with mass-media, 
methods of fundraising, designing of projects, 
management of organization, which can be used in 

further professional life. Trainings are held as advanced master-classes by experts who have good 
experience in international development. For the period from November to December 5 trainings were 
organized, and it is planned to carry out the whole cycle of advanced master-classes for prepared 
audience. It is supposed that from the beginning of the following academic year, there will be trainings 
on business.  

 

Moreover, scholars voluntarily participate in different 
projects where they support pupils from schools, children’s 
homes, special school, by increasing their cultural, 
educational levels. The propaganda of the Foundation work 
among schools  is also made by our scholars. Furthermore, 
they help partners of the Foundation, which are also non-
profit organizations, and constantly need volunteers.  

 
 



 

Cultural, educational and entertaining 
programs: 
 Sports contest for children from children's 

home №  
 Charity concert at the special school № 2 

Morning party in the entertainment center 
"Sary-Arka" in Karaganda 

 Film screening for children from the 
orphanage. Eco-hike in the mountains 

 Offer "Bүldіrshіnderge kamkorlyk" 
 Chess Tournament for children from 

orphanages in KIMEP 
 Screening of movie at the Orphanage for 

the educational project of Top Talents 
 Fair children's artwork made by children 

from orphanages and boarding schools 
 Charity Fair and work with orphanages in 

(with) the organization "Shapagat" 
 KIMEP’s Birthday in the Club Up & 

Down. Money from ticket sales went to 
charity for children's homes for the 
children of specialized boarding school № 
8 

 Charity Christmas tree together with the 
NGO "Youth Assembly of the People" for 
children of a specialized boarding school 
№ 8 "In the New Year with interethnic 
consent!" 

 Asian Winter Olympic Games 2011: Work 
with the guests of category A, B, C, W as a 
translator. 

 Project for people with disabilities "Week 
of Cinema on an equal footing" 

 Charity performance of "The Wizard of Oz" 
with children from region of Almaty city 
Children's Home №1.The collected money 
was handed over to treatment with 
disease of Zhansai’s eyes (bilateral 
retinoblastoma) 

 Charity  concerts support victims in Uralsk 
 Creation of the first National KIMEP’s 

Orchestra 
 Charity Project "Ayaz Ata Fiesta!" for 

children with disabilities 
 Welcome White T Party for new 

international students AIESEC 
 Charity Party 'Stilyagi' was reserved for 

treatment of Peter Kalamytsina 
 The Festival of European Languages, 

KIMEP 
 Youth Conference «ZhasCamp», devoted 

to youth activities and policies 
 Master Class Representative RFCA on 

"Basics of Stock Market" for students of 

Education: 
 Training for children from the children's home № 

1 
 Training on business planning for the schools № 

131,159, 22, 111, 5, 60, 46, 173, 175, 176, 15, 25, 
55, 135 within the project «Rotaract club of 
Almaty» and SIFE 

 Engaging students in the MSE KBTU a recruiting 
company of the University 

 Training on "Gender equality" in the Resource 
Center for Persons with Disabilities 

 Training for staff levels A1, A2, A3, Experienced 
Senior School Company «Deloitte» 

 Training in conjunction with KSTU in Karaganda on 
the topic "What I want to be" for the student's 
home "Kulynshak" 

 The program for freshmen at the choice of 
specialization within the club "Toleyran" KazNTU 

 Seminar on the 100th anniversary of the 
execution B.Momyshuly  with KazNU in honor 
of Al-Farabi 

 Advice and tuition for members of the Club UMB 
Financial Institutions in the delivery of the winter 
session 

 Support for 20 students from abroad who were in 
need of assistance due to a basic knowledge of 
English, "Center of the Student Exchange."  

 English classes for students wishing to enroll in an 
educational program 

 Instructive lessons, instructive viewing movies, 
playing with the kids, dancing at the Children's 
home № 

 Assistance in the administration of trainees from 
Kazakhstan on social work in Hungary, China, 
India, Poland and Malaysia to Programs AIESEC 

 Project TopTalents and NexIT, aimed at 
developing the students in the field of IT, AIESEC 
 

Wellness and health: 
 Organization survey of patients in KGKP "polyclinic 

№1" Temirtau city 
 Care Neurology city hospital № 7 
 Help the hospice staff working in care 
 Creating an electronic database of clients and help 

head physician clinic № 5 
 Conduct "Junior Championship" in handball 
 Conducting cycling in support of opening 

children's hospice 
Help in organizing conferences, round tables and 
conferences: 
 International Congress on "Central Asia and 

Caucasus Congress" 
 Conference KIMEP International Research 

Conference 

http://lingvopro.abbyyonline.com/ru/Search/GlossaryItemExtraInfo?text=%d1%80%d0%b0%d0%b7%d0%b2%d0%bb%d0%b5%d0%ba%d0%b0%d1%82%d0%b5%d0%bb%d1%8c%d0%bd%d1%8b%d0%b9&translation=entertaining&srcLang=ru&destLang=en
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SBA and other universities in Almaty 
 Inter-business game in the week of 

financiers, SBA 
 Christmas Tree Foundation "Ayala" 

correctional boarding school for the 
children number 6 

 Christmas show for children with 
disabilities project "Ayaz Ata" 

 
Information support: 
 Informing pupils studying in the schools № 

143, 147, 161, 12, about  the fund of 
Yerzhan Tatishev. Almaty city 

 Informing pupils studying in the schools 
number 1, 40, 8, 5, about the work of 
Yerzhan Tatishev’s fund. Taraz city 

 Articles and translate of materials from the 
site of the Fund 

 Inform visitors of the festival's health, 
organized by the National Center for 
boosting healthy lifestyles, supported by 
UNICEF and the Kazakh Academy of 
Nutrition 

 Informing the public on health promotion 
in the promotion «Healthy Food» 

 Advertising vitamin products for the 
prevention of anemia in children under the 
promotions for the Day of Health with the 
support of Unicef 

  Informing potential applicants for 
admission to KBTU 

 Information about the Fund, and training 
for high school students at KIMEP schools 
in Families 

 Informing parents of children with 
disabilities about their rights and referrals 
to centers to assist in the project "Ayaz 
Ata" Cultural Center "Irtysh" 

 Technical support to KazNU’s students of 
dormitory #18 of Law’s Faculty (Wi-Fi, 
instalation of programs) 

 Help to the lector from USA in preparing 
the conference “Financial crisis in USA” for 
“Open Faculty” conference 

 Designing the site and its content for the 
program “Youth Initiative” of Soros 
Foudation 

 Help in designing of business cards for 
members of Kazakh Student Society in 
Austria and help in designing the program 
sheets for charity event “Charity concert of 
Kazakh and European classical music” 

 Help in the searching and coordination of 
volunteers “Cinema againsta pain for 
children with disabilities” 

 Opportunities and Challenges in Changing 
Economies II 

 III All-Russian Olympiad university students in 
management, economics and sociology, "Student-
management initiative", the city of Yekaterinburg, 
Russian Federation 

 Inter-College Student Intellectual Olympics SBA 
 National Summit "Children of the 21st century: 

our rights and opportunities" 
 The first large-scale AIESEC Congress of Central 

Asia and Caucasus to Kazakhstan 
 Conference in the club "Talleyrand" 
 The exhibition of children's drawings, master 

classes, flash mobs, sporting and cultural activities 
within the project of the University Solbridge 
International Business School. 

 The organization of workshops, flash mobs, 
sporting and cultural events in the Daegu 
University, South Korea 

 Assistance in providing technical support and 
transfer of materials from the site of the Fund 

 BarCamp Central Asia 2011 - the fourth 
educational conference for New Media specialists 

 Conference «I-MIX'11»,  «I-MIX 2011" regarding 
the new information technologies 
 Fair crafts SKO and gathering information for the 
Internet-shop crafts 

 Conduct Worldwide Almaty Day Wishes, 
dedicated to the day in Almaty 

 Conference of "Year of Germany in Kazakhstan" 
 1st International Academic Conference of 

Students and Young Scientists "Economics & 
Management, 2010", Lviv, Ukraine 

 The "Alliance of Students' 
 Charity Event " Baursak’s day " (Kazakh National 

University in honor of Al-Farabi)  
 Research Student Conference "Investment Policy 

of the Republic of Korea in Kazakhstan" 
 Casting and fundraising for the 2011 contest Mr. 

KIMEP 
 Conference “Integration of Kazakhstan culture to 

the world’s society” 
 Youth conference, dedicated to the Sammit in 

Astana “Chairmanship of Kazakhstan in OSCE – 
world’s trust” 

 Charity event “Give a hand to those who needs” 
and round table “Your future is in your hands” in 
the children’s home #1 named after Sarymoldayev 

 “Festival of European languages” in Language 
Center, Kimep 

 E-moneycamp conference in the contest of the 
project E-future SIFE UIB 

 Business game between universities in the contest 
of Financial week, UIB 

 Children’s Day celebration 



 
Help in disasters  
 Humanitarian help (products, hygiene 

stuff) for the inhabitants of Kyzylagash 
village, who suffered from flood 

 Caring after elderly people who don’t have 
relatives 

 Participation in subbotniks and eco-tours 
 Help in the collection and spreading of 

things in the contest of “Charity Box” of 
Deloitte company 

 

 Day of philosophy celebration, KazNU 
 Global Enterpreneurship Week in Kazakhstan 
 Designing of the project for Soros Foundation 

“Youth initiatives” (internet start-up) 
 “International day of the awareness about 

mamma cancer” 
 Charity tennis tournament PLAY4LIFE 
 SIFE club in IAB 
 “Grant a life to children” event in the “DOM” 

Foundation 
 Olympics of “Future Deputates” 
 The concert “The first kazakhstani premium 

“Shyrak” “Time to give up stereotypes” 

 
 
Covered entities: 
 
1. Orphanage №1 
2. Rotaract club of Almaty 
3. International student associationKIMEP 
4. International student Association AIESEC 
5. Social fund «Шырак» 
6. Special school №2 
7. Open society «Умит» 
8. Orphanage in Karaganda city 
9. Municipal hospital №7 
10. Al Farabi Kazakh National University 
11. К.Аденауэр Fund 
12. Eurasia Fund 
13. Sarymoldayev Orphanage 
14. «Интерлинк Рисорсиз» company 
15. DaFreak club 
16. «Шапагат» organization 
17. «Жулдыз» union of children’s social 

associations 
18. Center of Youth Entepreneurship 
19. School-gymnasium № 1 in Taraz city 
20. «Таншолпан» orphanage 
21. Entertainment centerSary-Arka 
22. Almaty branch «Center of International 

Exchanges» 
23. «Clinic №1» Temirtau city 
24. Prof-orientation center «Мансап» 
25. Social fund «Аржан» 
26. Municipal center of palliative aid (Hospice) 

of Almaty city 
27. The Soros Fund 

 
 

28. CF Business-incubatorSodBi 
29. Student organization“Аманат” 
30. Clinic №5 
31. «Center of student exchange» company 
32. Resource center for disabled individuals 
33. Resource center for craftsman in South 

Kazakhstan Region 
34. «Deloitte» company 
35. Culture center of Almaty city 
36. Youth center Dostar 
37. Maslikhat of Almaty city 
38. National center of forcing of healthy life-style 
39. International Student OrganizationAIESEC 
40. International Association of KIMEP students 
41. Open society «Бiрге Бол», Astana city 
42. «Аяла» fund 
43. Orphanage Arys city, South Kazakhstan 

Region 
44. «Center of student exchange» company 
45. Cultural center «Иртыш» 
46. Open society «Public politics institute» 
47. JS «Kazakhstan Stock Exchange» 
48. Association of charity organizations 
49. «Здоровая Азия» fund 
50. Kazakhstan handball association 
51. Boarding school № 8 for orphan children in 

Almaty city 
52. ROO «Youth Parlament» 

 

 

 

 



«The traditional education will teach you to provide for your life, self-education 
will make you rich» 

Jim Ron 

 

7. Our achievements 

 
 
 
 

Due to the high academic results and social activity granе-holders of the Fund have an opportunity to 
participate in various exchange programs of their universities, forums, conferences and trainings on the 
international level. By doing so they i,prove their professional level, gain communicative skills, gather 
experience and broaden their knowledge with regards to the development of international society. 
Participation in such events also allows to promore the activity of the Fund on the international level. 
 
For the past period our grant-holders have been to the various parts of the planet: Korea, Turkey, 
Sweden, Malaysia, USA. Education via student exchange programs is held in partner universities where 
our grant-holders are being taught for one-two semesters. For the short educational period in a foreign 
university students have an opportunity to gain knowledge directly in the sphere of their specialization, 
participate in different scientific, cultural-entertaining and informative events as well as an opportunity 
to spend a pleasant time, meet new people. Our grant-holders actively participate in the organization 
and conduction of charity events, flash-mobs, concerts, exhibitions, fairs etc. 
 
The majority of trips were to Korea, to the country with a dinamically developing economy and 
promising perspectives in all the spheres of people's life, a country with rich history and cultural 
heritage.Several universities of this country are the partners of Kazakhstani universities which the Fund 
is cooperating with.According to students, one of Korea's national feature is restraint and specific 
diligence of people. Students who were lucky to study in the Solbridge International school of business 
and in the school in Vusong in the South Korea notice the distinguishing material-technical base and 
brilliant professional team of professors from USA, Canada, Japan, Russia and Pakistan. Favorable 
conditions were created for comprehensive development of youth: free internet, rich and comfortable 
library, sport hall, swimming pool and many other things. 

In the beginning of 2009, a grant-holder of the Fund and graduate of the University of International 
Business Rashid Zhusupov have been studying in the Solbridge International School of business, 
Tedzhon city, in the fifth biggest city of the South Korea which is famous for its advanced developments 
in the sphere of technical sciences and robotics. Rashid had not just passively broaden his knowledge, he 
was an active participant of various events. He more brightly expressed himself in the competition of 
business-plans where he got first place with his project of the Second-hand store for students especially 
timely during the crisis.  

On 14 April 2010 the grant-holder of the Fund Irina Mikhalchenko participated in the 6th international 
student conference in Izmir city, Turkey, representing 
the Financists Club created within the University of 
International Business. The purpose of the conference  - 
creation of the platforms for discussion and exchange of 
ideas among the students from different spheres of 
social sciences on the international level. More than 
200 works of conference participants got through the 
several selection steps. In the frame of the conference 
the following issues were raised: government 
construction and democratization after the collapse of 
the USSR, international trade, marketing, management, 
logistics management, economics and finance. During 

the conference students had an opportunity not only to introduce their work but to get acquainted with 
other interesting projects, broaden their knowledge, meet interesting people and exchange their 
experience and ideas. 



Besides, there was a cultural part of the program – the 
trip to Efes city was organized that helped participants 
to learn about the rich history of the numerous nations 
inhabiting these areas, to feel the antiquity spirit, enjoy 
the grace and beauty of the ancient temples, fountains, 
mansions, librari of Celmius Polenemus and 
amphitheathre. Irina gained an invaluable experience 
which will let her to deepen her knowledge in the 
sphere of scientific achievements, got plenty of bright 
memories and new friends all over the world! 

 
In 2010a student of the 3rd year of Kazakhstan Institute of Management, Economics and 

Prognostication Amina Davlidovahas spent the spring semester in the 
International business school of Jonkoping in Sweden. Amina not only 
gained an invaluable knowledge, met many new friends from the very 
different parts of the world but passed a good vital school: became more 
independent, learnt to be more sociable and flexible, learnt to value time 
and opportunities, recognized the importance of family, friends and 
native home. Being far away 
from the care of relatives, guys 
get opportunities to feel 
themselves like an 
independent individuals, take 
independent decisions, plan 
their time and financial 
resources,  interact with people 

who have a mentality absolutely different from their own, be 
able to adapt to the unknown environment and express their 
potential. 
 
In 2011a student of 4th year of the University of International Business Yernar Jekpeldinovwas also 
perceiving the financial issues in the International school of business within theVusong university in 
Tedzhon city. In addition to the valuable knowledge Yernar obtained a lot of positive memories of the 
beauty of nature, traditions and national dishes, met many interesting and talented people. 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Irina Mikhalchenko, the student of the 4th year of the University of International Business, in 2011 
also spent one semester in the Solbridge International school of business. Being a member of student 
government, Irina participated and assisted in the prganization of different events: flash-mobs, culture 
and sport days, exhibitions for collection of money for people in need and simply entertaining events for 
students. Irina has gained a valuable knowledge attending lectures and master-classes of top-managers 

http://www.tatishevfoundation.kz/var/tatishev/storage/images/news/blagodarja-fondu-ja-poluchila-unikalnyj-opyt-v-uchebe-i-horoshuju-shkolu-zhizni/025/33785-1-rus-RU/025.jp
http://www.tatishevfoundation.kz/var/tatishev/storage/images/news/blagodarja-fondu-ja-poluchila-unikalnyj-opyt-v-uchebe-i-horoshuju-shkolu-zhizni/x_11549960/33782-1-rus-RU/x_11549960.jp


of Korean and international companies, participating in additional educational programs and business-
games as well as traveled and learned about the culture and traditions of Korea.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The grant-holder of the Program for the graduates of orphanages and a 4th year student of the faculty 
of international relations of Al Farabi Kazakhstan National UniversityTursynai Aubakirova had an 

internship within the Tegu University in 2011. Tursynai 
got an opportunity to deepen her knowledge and improve 
the skills of Korean language practice. In particular, 
Tursynai studied the press language, external politics and 
the history of Asian and African countries, practical course 
of foreign language. Due to the responsive attitude of 
experienced professors she managed to learn the 
language more professionally, overcome the language 
barries, learn about the culture and life of people as aell 
as the life in the country as a whole. 

Participation in regular events let Tursynai to 
demonstrate her skills and talentsand represent her 
university and Kazakhstan on the proper level: second 
place and a prize in the amount of USD 50on the 
International sports day,  1st place on the International 
festival dedicated to foreign students, prize in the amount 
of USD 200 and the certificate from the university of 
Tegu, silver cup as a recognition for activity in the 
organization and conduction of the Party for foreign 
student. 

 
Furthermore, as one of the best students Tursynai was 
invited to visit the following cities of Korea:Ansang, 
Kore, Chenju, Tandong, Seoul, Pohang, Kenju, Ulsang, 
Inchong, Pusang, KannamandChonnang.Besides, 
Tursynai became the idealogical inspirer and initiator of 
the Club of Korean and Russian languages. Tursynai is a 
worthy representative of both the Fund and her 
university as well as he country. 
 
 

 
A 3rd-year student of Kazakhstan Institute of Management, Economics and PrognosticationAkerke 
Begaliyeva spent a semester in the second half of 2011 in the University of North Colorado, USA. Akerke 
got a unique opportunity not only gain  



knowledge but also meet a lot of new friends from all over 
the world, get acquanted with the new culture, introduce 
herself and tell her new friends about her country and simply 
have a fun time.  

Being not 
indifferent to 
the fate of 

unfortunate 
people she 

actively 
participated in 
the organization of various charity events. One of the 
most memorable was a charity project conducted on the 
New Year'S eve with the purpose to collect money in 
order to 

purchase presents and clothes for рomeless children, in the 
result of which the sale of sweets and baked goods was 
organized, as well as the charity auction of dates. 
Young people had an opportunity to express their talents, 
after what the date with 15 most worthy young men was 
submitted for an auction. The collected money were 
transferred to the Greeley Transitional House, temporary 
residence place of homeless children. Akerke has totally 
strengthened her professional knowledge and skills, 
improved the level of English proficiency, gained useful 
skills of communication, improved her organizational skills. 
 
 

In October 2011 the grant-holder of the Fund, a 2nd year student of 
the International Academy of Business Madina Zekeyeva has visited 
Kuala Lumpur city, the capital of Malaysia in order to participate in the 
World cup SIFE «Students in free enterprise». The trip was of an 
introductory character in order to get acquainted with the experience 
of the teams from other countries in the promotion of projects 
regarding teaching different groups of citizens basic concepts, ideas, 
laws of market economics and free entrepreneurship, the ability to 
orientate oneself in the free market economy through the realization 
of socially important projects. The final purpose – to form a SIFE team 
within the International Academy of Business. 37 participating 
countries introduced their teams which taught the culture and 
traditions of their countries by means of souvenirs, books, toys, 
national music instruments, dances etc. The competitions were held 

during the left three days in the result of which the team of 
Germany won. During the whole competition the spirit of 
healthy rivalry and at the same time friendly atmosphere 
were present. Madina got an opportunity to communicate 
and learn from the first hands about the sifers movement, 
organization's mission, broaden her understanding about 
the ways of promotion of business ideas. Gained 
knowledge and experience are will absolutely be used in 
the process of formation of SIFE Team IAB Kazakhstan. 
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«Law of interest» says: in order to digest knowledge you 

have to eat them with appetite» 

Anatol Frans. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
8. Support of youth initiatives and Y.A. Gagarin school №16 in Kentau city 

 
Annually on 22 April the Fund conducts sport-intellectual competitions among the high school pupils in 
Kentau city (South Kazakhstan Region) dedicated to the birthday of Yerzhan Tatishev. In the frame of the 
sports contest pupils compete in such sport competitions as valleyball, sprint for 100 metres, military-
sport races, archery and many others. Besides, the intellectual game «What? Where? When?» is held. 
The event as a rule ends in a memory evening: video about Yerzhan Tatishev and a festive concert 
dedicated to his light memory. In the end of the event the Fund presents valuable prizes and memorable 
gifts to all competition winners. 
 

  

  
The Fund also continues to support young leaders of the Yu.A. Gagarin school-lyceum №16 in Kentau 
city in the frame of the Scholarship program of Yerzhan Tatishev. Annually the contest of essays is held 
among the high school pupils for the particular topic, the progress of the pretenders is considered, as 
well as the general social activity (prize placestook on olympiads and contests, participation in hobby 
groups and circles. The competition Committee involves the chairman of board of guardians of the 
school, a member of Parents Committee, representative of the school and the Fund.Most interesting, 
active candidates become the grant-holders monthly tranferred during one academic year. During the 
report period 24 scholarships were allocated in the total amount of 1 200 000 KZT. This initiative of the 
Fund is directed on the development of leadership potential among the pupils of the school where the 
true leader and favorite son of his nation Yerzhan Tatishev has gained his primary knowledge! 
 



Profile activity Administrative expenses

49 512 
710,76

71%
20 271 
482,16

29%

Budget  structure 2009 (tenge)

A small memorial museum operates within the school where one can see the photographs from the 
family archive, school progress record of Yerzhan Tatishev; being accompanied by the guide visitors may 
learn about the way passed through by Yerzhan Tatishev, about his vital values and principles he held 
toAll these initiatives are being realized in order to demonstrate the positive example of the hero of his 
times and a genuine patriot. 
 

 
 

  
9. Financial report 

 
During 2009-2011 the total amount of actual expenses of the Social Fund «Yerzhan Tatishev Fund» 
equaled to 204 035 013 KZT, with the planned budget being 210 mln. KZT. 

 

 



Profile activity Administrative expenses

45 223 
199,57

70%
19 784 
805,99

30%

Budget  structure 2010 (tenge)

60%
38%

1%
1%

Structure of profile activity 2010

Educational grants - 29 
311 605,36

Charity program - 18 
938 744,00

Leadership 
development - 488 
694,22
Support of youth 
initiatives in Kentau city 
- 588 725,00

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

64%

35%

0,2%
0,3%

0,5%

Structure of profile activity 2009

Educational grants - 28 864 
753,00

Charity program - 15 950 
856,57

Leadership development - 22 
230,00

Supporting youth initiatives in 
Kentau city - 180 000,00



60%
38%

1%
1%

Structure of profile activity 2011

Educational grants - 29 
311 605,36

Charity program - 18 
938 744,00

Leadership 
development - 488 
694,22
Support of youth 
initiatives in Kentau city 
- 588 725,00

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

10. Contact details 
 

Social Fund «Yerzhan» after Y. Tatishev 
Republic of Kazakhstan, 050026, Almaty city 
Baizakov street, 125, room 335 
Tel/fax: +7 727 298 02 50 
E-mail: foundation@tatishevfoundation.kz 
www.tatishevfoundation.kz 

Profile activity Administrative expenses

49 327 
768,58

71%
19 915 
045,97

29%

Budget  structure 2011 (tenge)
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